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VOLUME AND AREA RENORMALIZATIONS FOR 
CONFORMALLY COMPACT EINSTEIN METRICS 
C ROBIN GRAHAM 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has long been known that there are very close connections between the geome-
try of hyperbolic space HP1"1"1 of n 4-1 dimensions and the conformal geometry of the 
n-sphere Sn, viewed as the sphere at infinity of W+l. In recent years it has been re-
alized that it is fruitful to consider generalizations of some of these connections when 
-HP"1"1 is replaced by a "conformally compact" Einstein manifold X of negative scalar 
curvature, and Sn is replaced by a compact conformal manifold M, the "conformal 
infinity" of X. Quite recently there has been a great deal of interest in the physics 
community in a correspondence (the so-called Anti-de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory 
(AdS/CFT) correspondence) proposed by Maldacena [16] between string theory and 
supergravity on such X and supersymmetric conformal field theories on M. In this 
article we describe some new purely geometric invariants of conformally compact Ein-
stein manifolds and of their minimal submanifolds which have been discovered via this 
correspondence. 
The relevant notion of conformal infinity is that introduced by Penrose. A Rie-
mannian metric g+ on the interior X
n+1 of a compact manifold with boundary X is 
said to be conformally compact if g = r2g+ extends continuously (or with some degree 
of smoothness) as a metric to X, where r is a defining function for M = dX, i.e. 
r > 0 on X and r = 0, dr ^ 0 on M. The restriction of g to TM rescales upon 
changing r, so defines invariantly a conformal class of metrics on M, the conformal 
infinity of g+. We are concerned with conformally compact metrics g+ which satisfy 
the Einstein condition Ric(#+) = — ng+. At least near the hyperbolic metric, these 
can be parametrized by their conformal infinities: in [8] it is shown that each confor-
mal structure on Sn sufficiently near the standard one is the conformal infinity of a 
unique (up to diffeomorphism) conformally compact Einstein metric on the ball near 
the hyperbolic metric. 
The volume Vol(K) of any conformally compact manifold X is infinite. An appropri-
ate renormalization of Vol(K) for X Einstein gives rise to the new volume invariants. 
In the physics setting, Vol(K) arises from a concrete procedure outlined by Witten 
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[22] and independently by Gubser, Klebanov, and Polyakov [10], following the sug-
gestion of Maldacena, for calculating observables in a conformal field theory on M 
via supergravity and string theory on X. Under various limits and approximations, 
the partition function of a conformal field theory on M is given in terms of the grav-
itational action on X, which for an Einstein metric g+ is proportional to the volume 
Vol(X). 
The volume renormalization was carried out by Henningson and Skenderis in [12]. 
As shown in [7] and [8], each representative metric on M for the conformal infinity 
determines a special defining function r in a neighborhood of M. As e -> 0, the 
function Vol({r > e}) has an asymptotic expansion in negative powers of e, and a 
log e term if n is even. The coefficients of the negative powers of e depend on the 
representative conformal metric used to determine r. However, it turns out that if n 
is odd, then the constant term in the expansion is independent of this choice, so is 
a global invariant of the metric g+. If n is even, the constant term is not invariant, 
giving rise to a so-called conformal anomaly. However, in this case the coefficient of 
the logc term is invariant, and in fact is given by the integral of a local curvature 
expression over M. The logc coefficient is therefore actually a conformal invariant of 
M, independent of which (X, g+) might have been chosen with conformal infinity M. 
Various of the conformal field theories to which the AdS/CFT correspondence ap-
plies contain observables associated to submanifolds N of M. According to the cor-
respondence, in a suitable approximation the expectation value of such an observable 
can be calculated in terms of the area A(Y) in the <?+ metric of minimal submanifolds 
Y of X with dY = N. Existence theory for such minimal submanifolds is discussed 
for hyperbolic X in [1], [2], As in the volume case, necessarily A(Y) = oo, so one is 
led to consideration of renormalizing the area of a minimal submanifold. This renor-
malization was discussed in hyperbolic space for dimN = 1,2 in [3] and in general in 
[9]. If r is the special defining function associated to a conformal representative on 
M as above, then Area(Y D {r > e}) has an expansion in negative powers of c, and 
again a logc term if k = dim(iV) is even. The invariance properties of the coefficients 
are similar to those above. If k is odd, then the constant term in the expansion is 
independent of the choice of conformal representative on M, so is a global invariant 
of the minimal submanifold Y. If k is even, there is a conformal anomaly for the 
constant term, but the logc coefficient is a conformal invariant of the submanifold N 
of M. One can calculate explicitly the loge coefficient for k = 2; it turns out to be 
a version on a general conformal manifold of the Willmore functional of a surface in 
conformally flat space. Even in the conformally flat case, this relationship between 
the Willmore functional of a surface and the renormalization of the area of a minimal 
extension seems to be of some interest. The Willmore functional is called the "rigid 
string action" in the physics literature ([3], [18]). 
In §2. we review some of the basic properties of conformally compact Einstein met-
rics. In §3. we discuss the results of [12]: the derivation of the volume renormalization 
and resulting invariants and anomalies and the explicit identification of the log c coef-
ficient and anomaly for n = 4,6. We also calculate the renormalized volume for W+l 
when n is odd; it turns out that its sign depends on the parity of (n 4-1)/2. In §4. we 
review the area renormalization for minimal submanifolds, following [9]. 
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We remark that in order to justify the derivation of the asymptotic expansions in e of 
the volume and area, we have to assume that the Einstein metric g+ and the minimal 
submanifold Y are sufficiently regular at infinity Here sufficiently regular means that 
they have asymptotic expansions to high enough order, in general involving log terms, 
which formally solve the Einstein or minimal area equations. One expects that if the 
conformal structure on M and the submanifold N are smooth, then any conformally 
compact Einstein metric g+ and minimal submanifold Y will have such regularity, 
assuming they take on the boundary data in a suitable sense. Some regularity results 
for minimal submanifolds of hyperbolic space are given in [11], [14], [15], [20]. (An 
error in [14] is corrected in [20].) A regularity theorem for Einstein metrics has been 
obtained by Skinner [19]. 
2. CONFORMALLY COMPACT ElNSTEIN METRICS 
Let X be the interior of a compact manifold with boundary X of dimension n -F 1 
as in the introduction and let g+ be a conformally compact metric on X. Let r be 
a sufficiently smooth defining function for M = dX defined near M and set g = 
r2g+. As discussed in the introduction, the conformal class [^ITM] is an invariant of 
#+, independent of any choices. The function |dr | | = ^r^j extends to X and its 
restriction to M is independent of the choice of r, so defines a second invariant of g+. 
The metric g+ on X is complete and its sectional curvature is asymptotically constant 
at each boundary point-conformally transforming the curvature tensor shows that 
(2.1) Rijki = -(\Ml)(9ik9ji ~ 9u9jk) + 0(r~3), 
where here the curvature tensor R and metric g both refer to g+, and our conventions 
are such that the above formula without the error term defines a curvature tensor 
of constant curvature — (|dr| |). It follows that the value of the invariant \dr\j at a 
boundary point is the negative of the asymptotic sectional curvature of g+ there. 
We will assume that g+ satisfies the normalized Einstein condition Rie(g+) = —ng+. 
Contracting in (2.1) shows that in this case we have |cfr|| = 1 on M. 
In general, a choice of defining function r determines a representative metric 1J\TM — 
(r2g+)\rM for the conformal structure on M. However, in the other direction, the 
conformal representative and this relation only determine r mod 0(r2). In the case 
when \dr\j = 1 on M, in particular when g+ is Einstein, one can impose a second 
condition to determine r uniquely in a neighborhood of M. 
Lemma 2.1. A metric on M in the conformal infinity of g+ determines a unique 
defining function r in a neighborhood of M such that 1J\TM W the prescribed boundary 
metric and such that |dr | | = 1. 
Proof. Given any choice of defining function r0 } let gQ = r
2g+ and set r = r0e
UJ
) so 
g = e2u}g0 and dr = e
UJ(dr0 + r0du). Thus 
\dr\2 = \drQ + r0duj\l = |aY0|§0 + 2r0(V-9Qr0)(uj) + r 0
2 | ^ | | 0 , 
so the condition |c(r|| = 1 is equivalent to 
o 1 — Icir-ol-
(2.2) 2(V,0ro)M + r0 |do;||o = 
5o 
Г0 
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This is a non-characteristic first order PDE for CJ, so there is a solution near M with 
u\M arbitrarily prescribed. • 
A defining function determines for some e > 0 an identification of M x [0, e) with 
a neighborhood of M in X: (p, A) € M x [0, e) corresponds to the point obtained by 
following the integral curve of Vjr emanating from p for A units of time. For a defining 
function of the type given in the lemma, with \dr\j = 1, the A-coordinate is just r, and 
VpT is orthogonal to the slices M x {A}. Hence, identifying A with r, on M x [0,e) 
the metric g takes the form g = gr + dr
2 for a 1-parameter family gr of metrics on M, 
and 
(2.3) g-r^r~2(gr + dr
2). 
We explicitly identify a special defining function r and normal form (2.3) for the 
hyperbolic metric g+ = 4(1 - |.r|
2)~~2E(aV)2 on the unit ball in Rn+1. Notice that 
in general the condition \dr\j- = 1 can be rewritten as |cf(log^)|2+ = 1, which is the 
eikonal equation for log^ in the metric g+. The distance function d(x) = (hyperbolic 
distance from x to 0) satisfies the eikonal equation and also d(x) —> oo as |x| —> 1, so 
we take log ~ = d(x), i.e. r = e~di<x\ Now it is a basic fact of hyperbolic geometry that 
d(x) = log |qf}5 so r = y^R is a special defining function for HP
4"1 as in Lemma 2.L 
Then g = r2g+ = 4(l+|x|)~
4E(aV)2, so the associated representative for the conformal 
structure is o0 = \(usual metric on S
n). Writing E(aV)2 in polar coordinates and 
expressing everything in terms of r gives g+ = r~~
2 ((1 — r2)2g0 + (dr)
2), and therefore 
(2.4) gr = (l-r
2)2g0. 
We now impose the Einstein condition on a metric of the form (2.3). One can 
decompose the tensor Ric(#+) + ng+ into components with respect to the product 
structure M x (0, e). A straightforward calculation shows that the vanishing of the 
component with both indices in M is given by 
(2.5) rg'r + (1 - n)^ - gk,g'kl9ij - rg"^, + \g
klg'^ - 2rRiCij(gT) = 0, 
where g^ denotes the tensor gr on M,
 ; denotes dr, and Ric^(gr) denotes the Ricci 
tensor of gr with r fixed. As indicated in the introduction, we assume that gr is suf-
ficiently regular that its asymptotics may be calculated from (2.5) (and the equations 
for the other components of Ric(a+) 4- ng+). Differentiating (2.5) v - 1 times with 
respect to r and setting r = 0 gives 
(2.6) (v - nffigij - gkl(drgkl)gij = (terms involving d^g{j with (j, < v). 
Beginning with the initial condition that gr is a given representative metric at r = 0, 
we may use (2.6) inductively to solve for the expansion of gr. So long as v < n, drg\r=:o 
is uniquely determined at each step, and since the left-hand side of (2.5) respects parity 
in r, we have drg\r=o — 0 for v odd. However this breaks down for v = n. In that 
case, if n is odd, it follows from parity considerations that the right-hand side of (2.6) 
vanishes at r = 0, so gkldrgki — 0 but the trace-free part of drgki may be chosen 
arbitrarily. If n is even, then the right-hand side of (2.6) might have non-vanishing 
trace-free part, forcing the inclusion of a rnlogr term in the expansion for gr with a 
trace-free coefficient. The trace of the rn coefficient is determined but not its trace-free 
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part. It can be shown that the remaining components of Ric(g+) + ng+ give no further 
information to this order. 
Summarizing, we see that for n odd, the expansion of gr is of the form 
(2.7) gr = g
{0) + g{2)r2 + (even powers) + g^-^r71'1 + g{n)rn + . . . , 
where the g{j) are tensors on M, and g{n) is trace-free with respect to a metric in the 
conformal class on M. For j even and 0 < j < n — 1, the tensor gd) is locally formally 
determined by the conformal representative, but g{n) is formally undetermined, subject 
to the trace-free condition. For n even the analogous expansion is 
(2.8) gr = g
{0) + g{2)r2 + (even powers) + hrn logr + g{n)rn + . . . , 
where now the g{j) are locally determined for j even and 0 < j < n — 2,/i is locally 
determined and trace-free, the trace of g{n) is locally determined, but the trace-free 
part of g{n) is formally undetermined. 
Of course, the determined coefficients in these expansions may be calculated by 
carrying out the indicated differentiations above and keeping track of the lower order 
terms at each stage. For example, for n = 2 one finds that h = 0 and 
(2-9) giigf) = -lRl 
while for n > 3 one has g\-} = —Pij, where 
(2-10) 0 - - )^ i = fy " 2 ( ^ i ) - , « • 
and Rij and R denote the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature of the chosen representative 
gij of the conformal infinity. 
In order to establish conformal invariance of the renormalized volume invariants, we 
will later need to use the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let r and r be special defining functions as in Lemma 2.1 associated to 
two different conformal representatives. Then 
(2.11) f = reUJ 
for a function u on M x [0, e) whose expansion at r = 0 consists only of even powers 
of r up through and including the rn+1 term. 
Proof. We have f = ewr where u is determined by (2.2), which in this case becomes 
(2.12) 2a;r + rK
2 + |dMu;|^ r)=0. 
The Taylor expansion of u is determined inductively by differentiating this equation 
at r = 0. Clearly u;r = 0 at r = 0. Consider the determination of dT
+lu resulting 
from differentiating (2.12) an even number k times and setting r = 0. The term uT 
gets differentiated k — 1 times, so one of the two factors ends up differentiated an odd 
number of times, so by induction vanishes at r = 0. Now |rfM |̂pr = 9
l
r^i^ji so the 
k - 1 differentiations must be split between the three factors, so one of the factors 
must receive an odd number of differentiations. When an odd number of derivatives 
hits a wiy the result again vanishes by induction. But by (2.7) and (2.8), so long as 
k — 1 < n, the odd derivatives of gr vanish at r = 0. D 
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3. VOLUME RENORMALIZATION 
Let g+ be a conformally compact Einstein metric on X. As discussed above, a 
representative metric g on M for the conformal infinity of g+ determines a special 
defining function r for M and an identification of a neighborhood of M in X with 
M x [0, e). In this identification, g+ takes the form (2.3), where gQ = g is the chosen 
representative metric. Therefore the volume element dvg+ is given by 
<3-" ** -•— (Sf)'"""»*• 
From (2.7) and (2.8) and the properties stated there for the coefficients in those ex-
pansions, it follows that 
/deto \ 1 / 2 
(3.2) ( — — J = 1 + v(2)r2 + (even powers) + v{n)rn + . . . , 
where the . . . indicates terms vanishing to higher order. All indicated v^ are locally 
determined functions on M and v{n) = 0 if n is odd. 
Consider now the asymptotics of Volg+({r > e}) as e —> 0. Pick a small number r0 
and express Vol({r > e}) = C + fi€<r<r \ dvg+. Integrating (3.1) using (3.2) we obtain 
for n odd 
Vol({r > e}) = coe-" + c2e~
n+2 + (odd powers) + ov-ie-1 
(3-3} + V + o(l) 
and for n even 
Vol({r > e}) = coe~n + c2€~
n+2 + (even powers) + cn_2e-
2 
( } +L log i + K + o(l). 
The coefficients d and L are integrals over M of local curvature expressions of the 
metric g. For example, Co = ^Vol5(M). Also, 
(3.5) L = [ v^ dvg 
Jм 
The renormalized volume is the constant term V in the expansion for Vol({r > e}), 
which a-priori depends on the choice g of representative conformal metric on M. 
Theorem 3.1. If n is odd, then V is independent of the choice of g. 
If n is even, then L is independent of the choice of g. 
Proof. The special defining functions r and f associated to representative metrics g 
and g are related as in Lemma 2.2. We can solve (2.11) for r to give r = f6(.r,f), 
where the expansion of 6 also has only even powers off up through the fn+x term. It is 
important to note that in this relation, the x still refers to the identification associated 
with r. 
Set e(rr, e) = eb(.r,c). Then f > e is equivalent to r > e(x, e), so 
V0І({Г > £}) - V0І({Ѓ >€})=[ [ 
Jм Jt 
dv9+ 
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(3.6) í f Y\ v^(x)r-n-1+jdrdvg + o(l), 
JM Je n,.,_ 0<i<n 
j even 




Since 6(.r, e) is even through terms of order n+1 in e, it follows that this expression has 
no constant term as e —> 0. Similarly, when n is even, the r""1 term in (3.6) contributes 
log b(x, e), so there is no log | term as e —» 0. D 
According to Theorem 3.1, for n odd the renormalized volume V is an absolute 
invariant of the conformally compact Einstein metric g+. But this is not so if n is 
even. Suppose g and g -= e2Tg are two metrics in the conformal infinity of g+, where 
T € C°°(M). The difference Vg — Vg is the constant term in the expansion of (3.6). 
By the local determination of the v^ and of the expansion of b(x, e), we see that this 
anomaly takes the form 
v9-v9= [ rg(r)dvg, 
JM 
where Vg is a polynomial nonlinear differential operator whose coefficients are poly-
nomial expressions in g, its inverse, and its derivatives. Moreover, it is easy to see 
that the linear part in T of Vg(T) is just v^T. Since this linear part measures the 
infinitesimal change under conformal rescalings, V§ — Vg is determined by knowledge 
of v^ for general g. In summary, for n even, the fundamental object is the function 
v^—its integral over M is by (3.5) the conformal invariant L, and multiplication by 
it gives the infinitesimal anomaly, which determines the full anomaly. 
It is straightforward to carry out the calculations indicated above to identify v^ 
and Vg in low dimensions. For n = 2 one obtains 
VW = - I / ? , Vg(T) - - i ( / t T + TiT), 
so L = -7rx(M), where x ( ^ ) denotes the Euler characteristic of M. 
For n = 4 one obtains 
Vg(T) = z/
4)T + TijTV - P^TV - -(TiT)2 + P/T^T*. 
The Gauss-Bonnet Theorem for n = 4 reads 
32TT2X(M) = f [\W\
2 - 8P{jP
ij + S ^ ) 2 ] ^ , 
where 
Wkjfci = Rijki - (-PiAr̂ ji + Pji9ik - PuQjk ~ -PjfcSa) 
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For n = 6 one obtains 





Again there is an explicit realization of L = fM v^dvg as a linear combination of the 
Euler characteristic and the integral of a local conformal invariant. Define 
and set 
Vijklm — Wijkl,m + gimCjkl ~ 9jmCikl + gkmClij ~ gimCkij 
and 
Uijki = Cjki,i — I>imH/mjfcf. 
Then 
I=\V\2-16WijklU
ijkl + 16\C\2 
is a conformal invariant in general dimension n > 3; it is the norm-squared of the 
first covariant derivative of the curvature tensor of the ambient metric of [7]. One can 
calculate that for n = 6, 
L--Jx{M) + 2kLJdVs> 
where 







For HP4"1, using (2.4) it is possible to calculate the invariants V for n odd and L for 
n even. From (2.4) one obtains 
( 
det&A1 '2 
( l - r 2 ) \ 
KdetgQJ 
so recalling that 4g0 is the usual metric on S
n, it follows from (3.1) that 
(3.7) Vol({r > c}) = 2~nArea(Sn) f r~n-l(l - r2)ndr. 
For n odd, write 
/* r ^ l - r2)ndr =-- f (1 - r2)nd(r~n) 
= -e-n(l - e2)n - 2 / r~n+1(l - r2)n~ldr. 
n Je 
The boundary term has no constant term in c, so upon applying the same procedure 
inductively it follows that f r~n_1(l - r2)ndr has constant term 
n(n - 2 ) . . . 1 jo V ' 
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Collecting the constants, one finds 
V = (-!)*? ****, . 
1 ' r(a±-) 
For n = 2ra even, expand (1 — r2)n using the binomial theorem; it follows that the 
log j coefficient in the expansion of fe r~
n~l(\—r2)ndr is (—l)m ( ). Substituting 
into (3.7) and simplifying gives 
L={-ir^j. 
A more familiar setting for conformal anomalies is in the study of functional deter-
minants of conformally invariant differential operators. The invariance properties of 
V are reminiscent of those for the functional determinant of the conformal Laplacian, 
which is conformally invariant in odd dimensions but which has an anomaly in even 
dimensions ([17]). We remark that the AdS/CFT correspondence predicts that the 
volume anomaly for n = 4 is a particular linear combination of functional determinant 
anomalies on scalars, spinors, and 1-forms; this prediction was confirmed in [12]. The 
properties of the invariant L are, on the other hand, similar to those for the constant 
term in the expansion of the integrated heat kernel for the conformal Laplacian, which 
vanishes in odd dimensions but in even dimensions is a conformal invariant obtained 
by integrating a local expression in curvature ([4], [17]). 
4. AREA RENORMALIZATION 
Let (Xn+1, a+) be a conformally compact Einstein manifold with conformal infinity 
(M, [g]) as above. In this section we describe the renormalization of the area of minimal 
submanifolds Y C X of dimension fc + l , 0 < f c < n - l , which extend regularly to X. 
Set N = Y fl M. We assume that TV is a smooth submanifold of M. We will outline 
the arguments and refer to [9] for details. 
First one must study the asymptotics of Y near M. Locally near a point of N, 
coordinates (xa,ua') for M may be chosen, where 1 < a < k and 1 < a1 < n - k, 
so that N = {u = 0} and so that dx<* L duQ> on N with respect to a metric in the 
conformal infinity of g+. Choose a representative metric g for the conformal infinity 
and recall that this choice determines by Lemma 2.1 a defining function r for M 
and an identification of a neighborhood of M in X with M x [0, e). This identification 
determines an extension of the xa and ua' into X, and together with r these form a local 
coordinate system on X. We consider submanifolds Y which in such coordinates may 
be written as a graph {u = u(x,r)}. One can calculate the minimal surface equation 
for Y explicitly as a system of differential equations for the unknowns ua'(x, r). These 
equations together with the boundary condition u(x, 0) = 0 are used to study the 
asymptotics of u(xyr) at r = 0. One finds (see [9]) that for k odd 
(4.1) u = n(2V2 + (even powers) + ti<*+V+1 + tz ( fc+V+2 + . . . , 
and for k even 
(4.2) u = u(2)r2 + (even powers) + u{k)rk + wrk+2 logr + u(
k+2)r
k+2 + . . . , 
4 0 C R. GRAHAM 
where the u{j) and w are functions of x, all of which are locally determined except for 
u^k+2), and the . . . indicates terms vanishing to higher order. Observe in particular that 
the minimal submanifold Y is determined to order fc+2 by 1V = 9Y, that the expansion 
of u is even in r to order k -f 2, and that the irregularity in the expansion occurs at 
order k -f 2. The consequence t?ru = 0 at r = 0 has the geometric interpretation that 
Y intersects M orthogonally, a fact very familiar from the geometry of geodesies in 
hyperbolic space. For the case A; = 0 of geodesies it turns out that necessarily w = 0, 
and the local indeterminancy in this case of u{2) is a reflection of the familiar fact that 
at the boundary a geodesic may have any asymptotic curvature measured with respect 
to the smooth metric g. 
Next one calculates the metric induced on Y by the conformally compact Einstein 
metric g+. The area form daY of Y takes the form 
(4.3) daY = r~
k~l [l + a{2)r2 -f (even powers) -f a{k)rk + . . . ] daNdr, 
where the . . . indicates terms vanishing to higher order and daN denotes the area 
form on N with respect to the chosen conformal representative g on the boundary. All 
indicated a^ are locally determined functions on N and a^k) = 0 if k is odd. A key 
observation in establishing (4.3) is that since the induced metric depends only on u 
and its first coordinate derivatives, the local indeterminacy and irregularities at order 
k + 2 in u and those at order n in the metric gr given by (2.7), (2.8) do not enter into 
the asymptotics of the area form to the indicated order. The evenness of rk+ldaY then 
follows from that of gT and of u. 
Now we can consider the asymptotics of Areap+(Y n {r > e}) as e -» 0. Pick a small 
number r0 and express Area(Y n {r > e}) = C + fYn{e<r<r \ daY. By (4.3) we obtain 
for k odd 
Area(y n {r > e}) = bQe~
k -f b2e~
k+2 -f (even powers) -f bk^e~
l 
+ .4 + 0(1) 
and for k even 
Area(F n {r > e}) = b0e~
k + b2e~
k+2 + (even powers) + bk„2e~
2 
(4"4) + K\o~\ + A + o{\). 
Observe that 
(4.5) K= f a{k) daN . 
JN 
The analogue of Theorem 3.1 is the following, which is proved by a similar argument. 
Theorem 4.1. If k is odd, then A is independent of the choice of g. 
If k is even, then K is independent of the choice of g. 
Therefore, for k odd, a minimal submanifold of X has a well-defined invariant renor-
malized area A. For k even, the log - coefficient if is a conformal invariant of the sub-
manifold N of M given according to (4.5) by the integral of an expression determined 
locally by the geometry of N C M with respect to the metric g. 
Analogously to the volume case, there is a conformal anomaly for A when k is 
even. If g = e2rg is a conformally related metric, then the local determination of the 
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coefficients a^ in (4.3) and of the defining function f as in Lemma 2.1 implies that 
A§ - Ag = / QN(T)daN 
JN 
for a differential expression QN determined locally by the geometry of N C M. One 
interesting difference from the volume anomaly is that the linearization of QN(T) need 
not be just a^T- i t can in general involve derivatives of T as well. However it is clear 
from rescaling in (4.4) that QN(T) = a^T for T constant. 
The invariant K and the anomaly for the lowest dimensional cases k = 0,2 are 
calculated in [9]. For k = 0, Y is a union of geodesies in X and N consists of finitely 
many points. Of course a point has no geometry and the conclusions are rather trivial; 
one finds that K is the number of boundary points, Q evaluates T at a boundary point, 
and the anomaly is given by A§ — Ag = X)p6#T(p). To describe the k = 2 results 
recall that the second fundamental form of N C M with respect to the metric g is 
the symmetric form B^ on TN with values in TN1 defined by B(X,Y) = (V^F) 1 
for vectors X, Y € TN; here V denotes the Levi-Civita covariant derivative of gij and 
_L the component in TN1. On AT, the metric g^ decomposes into two pieces gap and 
gaip. The mean curvature vector of N is H
1' = g^B1^. The tensor P given by (2.10) 
also decomposes into pieces with respect to the decomposition TM = TN®(TN)L\ we 
denote by Pap its component with both indices in TN (not the corresponding tensor 
for the induced metric gap). Then for k = 2 one finds 
(4.6) K = - \ l dH l 2 + *9a0Pa0)daN 
° JN 
and 
QN(V = - | ( | / / | 2 + 4^P t t / J )T + i ( t f
y T y - TtT). 
The quantity defined by (4.6) is therefore a conformal invariant of a surface N in 
a conformal manifold M. For conformally flat space this reduces to a multiple of the 
Willmore functional (for which, see, e.g., [5]). Other generalizations of the Willmore 
functional to curved conformal spaces are given in [6] and [21]. 
A different conformal anomaly associated to a surface in a conformal 6-manifold is 
discussed in [13]. 
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